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Abstract

In this article the main phase (1961–5) of the Fischer Controversy will be analysed. The

hostile rejection by fellow German historians will be seen in contrast to the more

neutral and sometimes even positive responses by leading journalists. The controversy

advanced to become a media event and ultimately was seen as the ‘decisive incident in

the historiography of the Federal Republic’. The thesis that Germany had pushed more

for war in 1914 than any other power electrified the debate in the public. His demo-

lition of politically and historically ‘comfortable’ views led to a strong defensive reaction

among conservative historians. Even members of the CDU-government intervened in

1964 and warned of the dangers to the ‘national consciousness’ of the Federal Republic.

The intensity of the controversy reached new heights at the two historical congresses in

Berlin in October 1964 and in Vienna in September 1965. Against the background of the

Eichmann and Auschwitz Trials the Fischer Controversy led to a very intensive and

wide-ranging debate about the political and historical identity of the Federal Republic. It

marked the beginning of a much more critical interpretation of German history in the

twentieth century.
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This article compares Fritz Fischer’s academic critics on the one hand and the
much more positive interpretation of Fischer’s views by the media on the other.
Thanks to wide media coverage the controversy about Fischer’s views was much
more publicized than any previous historical debate. As Griff nach der Weltmacht
was based on extensive research in the German archives any new documentary
evidence which came to light after the publication of Fischer’s book sparked
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renewed interest. The campaigns by the media, and especially the two weekly
magazines Der Spiegel and Die Zeit, in favour of Fischer’s position contributed
much to turning the controversy into a political event. The debate peaked on the
50th anniversary of the outbreak of the First World War, but not before members
of the German government had criticized Fischer’s line of argument. So Fischer
found himself in the centre of a public storm. He had gained support for his views
in certain quarters in Germany and abroad, but was also massively attacked and
even vilified by colleagues and members of Germany’s establishment. At stake were
explosive issues in German history, such as Germany’s potential responsibility for
the outbreak of the First World War, expansionist war aims policies during the war
and the interpretation of German history as a whole in the first half of the twentieth
century.

By the 1980s the debate had calmed down. In the summer of 1983 Fritz Fischer
was awarded a D.Litt by the University of Oxford. He regarded this degree as the
climax of his academic career.1 The honour had been proposed in 1982 by the then
Warden of Nuffield College, Michael Brock. This well-known and much respected
British historian was not an expert in German affairs and had never worked on
German history. In his letter of recommendation Brock pointed out that Fischer’s
work ‘transformed historical thinking about the whole subject of the First World
War’.2 He wrote that ‘this could have been achieved only by a German historian
who possessed not only the highest historical ability but great courage and inde-
pendence of mind.’ The Committee on Honorary Degrees accepted the proposal
and passed it on to the Hebdominal Council, the effective government of the
University at the time, where the proposal received 16 votes out of 21. Fischer
had already been honoured by two other British universities, Sussex (1974) and
East Anglia (1981), whereas in Germany only the University of Kassel (1988) made
him a doctor honoris causa. Fischer valued these awards as a recognition of his
historical work since the publication of Griff nach der Weltmacht. Together with his
additional honorary memberships of the British Academy and the American
Historical Association these honours demonstrate that his pioneering work was
much more appreciated abroad than in his own country where public recognition
was delayed until after the mid-1980s.

When Griff nach der Weltmacht appeared in November 1961 it was met by a very
hostile reaction from the phalanx of national-conservative historians. As a result
the ensuing Fischer Controversy became a unique discussion point amongst the
West German public in the first half of the 1960s. What could have become mainly
an academic dispute was played out in the media and became a very public debate.
Before his book was published Fischer anticipated that it would be met by oppos-
ition from fellow historians. He informed the Yale historian, Hajo Holborn, that he
would face strong opposition because he exposed ‘the massive continuity from
Imperial Germany to Hitler.’3 The book’s first two chapters on German imperialism

1 Private communication by Fritz Fischer to the author in Oxford on 22 June 1983.
2 Michael Brock’s proposal of November 1982, University of Oxford Archives.
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and the July Crisis caused a major stir and the remaining chapters on the war
aims policies added fuel to the controversy. Furthermore the title of the book was
almost certainly a ‘deliberate provocation’.4 Fischer and his publisher Droste ini-
tially disagreed about the wording of the title, but the author finally accepted
Droste’s proposal Griff nach der Weltmacht.5 He was aware of the possibility that
Weltmacht (world power) could be interpreted as Weltherrschaft (world domin-
ation), a confusion for which he was later criticized.6 To him it was clear that
Germany wanted to join the concert of the existing world powers, but on its own
terms. These world powers were Great Britain, the United States and Russia, while
France was no longer seen as such before the First World War. According to public
opinion in Wilhelmine Germany, France’s ‘power had waned under the Third
Republic’.7

But Fischer’s book title had a historical precedent. Before the war Max Weber
had focused his writings on the ‘world political future of the nation’ and had
favoured active ‘world power politics’ for Germany which was to result in a
‘Griff nach der Weltmachtstellung’ (bid for a position of world power).8 During
the war Weber even justified the German policy leading to war: ‘We had to be a
power state and in order to join the other powers in deciding the future of the world
we had to take our chances in the war’.9

Fischer challenged two widespread German views with the title of the book. The
first one was that Germany had fought a defensive war because it had believed its
very existence was threatened, something that most Germans had believed in 1914
and many still believed in the 1960s. The second one followed Lloyd George’s
dictum that all the great powers had ‘slithered into the cauldron of war’, that is
to say that all powers shared similar responsibility for its outbreak. Broadly speak-
ing there had been two angles of criticism to Fischer’s book, the predominantly
historiographical and the more politically motivated one. Fischer’s critical assess-
ment of the German Chancellor, Bethmann Hollweg, the continuities between First
and Second World War, the longevity and vastness of the war aims and the import-
ance of the September Programme, as well as the unwillingness of the German
government to sue for early peace and the push for war in the July Crisis had
unnerved the older generation of historians who regarded themselves as the ‘high

3 R. Nicolaysen, ‘Rebell wider Willen? Fritz Fischer und die Geschichte eines nationalen Tabubruchs’
in Rainer Nicolysen and Axel Schildt (eds) 100 Jahre Geschichtswissenschaft in Hamburg (Berlin and
Hamburg 2011), 225; Fritz Fischer to Hajo Holborn, 21 May 1960.
4 S. Petzold, ‘Fritz Fischer and the rise of critical historiography in West Germany, 1945–1966. A
study in the social production of historical knowledge’, unpublished Ph.D thesis, University of
Aberystwyth (2010), 171.
5 Nicolaysen, ‘Rebell wider Willen?’, 225–6. Imanuel Geiss has later claimed that when working for
Fischer he came up with the final catchy title for the book.
6 B.J. Wendt, ‘Fritz Fischer: Werk und Wirkung’, in Peter Hoffmann, Fritz Fischer (1908-1999).
Schenkung der Gelehrtenbibliothek Fritz Fischer an die Fachbibliothek Geschichte der Universität
Rostock (Rostock 2000), 22.
7 M. Hewitson, National Identity and Political Thought in Germany. Wilhelmine Depictions of the
French Third Republic, 1890–1914 (Oxford 2000), 217.
8 W.J. Mommsen, Max Weber und die deutsche Politik 1890–1920 (Tübingen 1959), 70, 90.
9 Ibid., 209.
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priests’ of national consciousness and feared for the stability of Germany’s political
culture. The fact that Fischer was able to base his arguments on vast amounts of
documentary evidence using mostly governmental records made his views even
more alarming. But this was not all. The first two chapters attracted a great deal
of criticism. For the older historians Gerhard Ritter, Egmont Zechlin and Hans
Herzfeld, who had themselves fought in the war, the book was an outright provo-
cation. To the next generation of critics, consisting of Michael Freund, Golo
Mann, Ludwig Dehio, Karl Dietrich Erdmann and Erwin Hölzle, Fischer’s book
also needed to be refuted. The second group was joined by two other senior his-
torians, Theodor Schieder and Hans Rothfels, who did not join in the chorus of
review articles, but expressed their rejection of Fischer’s theses mainly in their
correspondence.

What has become clear in recent research is that a campaign was coordinated
among the leading historians of West Germany to reject Fischer’s theses.10 The
anti-Fischer front was not a united bloc, it expressed different views and empha-
sized different aspects, but numerically it was quite strong. However there were a
few exceptions. Among the authors who reacted positively to Fischer’s book were
Karl Dietrich Bracher, Helga Grebing and Horst Lademacher, and in German
Switzerland Adolf Gasser. They welcomed Fischer’s challenge of hitherto ‘com-
fortable’ interpretations of the more recent German history.11 They represented,
apart from Gasser, a younger generation, but were few in number. The national-
conservative front of established historians dominated the field of more or less
hostile reactions to Fischer’s theses.

Meanwhile Ritter, Fischer’s arch-critic, led the campaign against Fischer’s
theses. He even went so far as to accuse the Hamburg historian of damaging the
German national consciousness. Ritter believed that he had sorted out the ‘war
guilt question’ in the Franco–German school book agreement of 1951.12 But then
the Franco–German book agreement was intended to improve Franco–German
postwar relations rather than to solve a political and historical dispute which had
poisoned the relations between the two countries since 1919. The school book
agreement also made it possible for Ritter and his colleagues to implicate the
Allies in the outbreak of the war in 1914 and by extension to blame them to
some extent for the rise of Hitler as well. It suited them to isolate the Third
Reich in German history. This convenient apologia strengthened the case for inter-
preting the Third Reich as a Betriebsunfall (accident).

But there was another aspect. The emphasis of continuity which was an essential
part of Fischer’s thesis was regarded as being particularly dangerous for the young
Federal Republic. As Michael Freund pointed out, if in ‘1914 the same happened
as in 1939 . . . then we could close the book of German history, then Hitler had

10 S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’, 150–70.
11 I. Geiss, Studien über Geschichte und Geschichtswissenschaft (Frankfurt 1972), 111.
12 J.A. Corbett, ‘France and Germany Agree – on the Past’, Historical Bulletin, 23 (March 1955),
158–62. A. Mombauer, The Origins of the First World War. Controversies and Consensus (London
2002), 121–7.
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always governed us and would always govern us’.13 To these historians West
Germany’s position in the Western Alliance could become endangered.
According to Klaus Hildebrand the young Federal Republic was intellectually
shaken to its foundations by the implications of Fischer’s work.14

But there were other factors which added to the historical discomfort of the
conservative political establishment. In April 1961 the Eichmann Trial began in
Israel and demonstrated once more how Nazi Germany had organized the geno-
cide against the Jewish population in Europe. Konrad Adenauer feared for the
prestige of his government. The reputation of West Germany as a solid Western
ally was morally threatened by an expected resurgence of anti-Germanism in the
wake of the Eichmann Trial. The largely conservative officialdom was worried that
because of Fischer’s emphasis on continuity, the Third Reich would no longer be
seen as an aberration lasting only 12 years. According to Fischer its antecedents
had stretched back to the beginning of the First World War and earlier.

However the Eichmann Trial was not the only worrying factor on West
Germany’s historical and political horizon. On 13 August 1961 the GDR began
to construct the Berlin Wall at the peak of the Berlin Crisis. In Bonn it was feared
that the Western resolve to stand by West Germany might be undermined by
Fischer’s thesis. West Germany’s moral position as advocate for reunification
might look less convincing. Later that summer the so-called Auschwitz trials
started in Frankfurt and a year later, in the autumn of 1962, the Cuban Missile
Crisis shook international politics. In addition, the freedom of the press was threa-
tened in the Spiegel affair of late 1962. All of this cast a dark shadow on Germany’s
relationship with its Western Allies. If it were now to be proven that Germany had
caused the First World War, her attempts to put the past behind her and be
accepted by the Western Allies as an equal partner might be undermined.15

In addition the twentieth anniversary of the end of the war in 1945 was looming
and the government was concerned that its commemorations should be acceptable
to Western commentators.

These political concerns were not shared by all the national-conservative histor-
ians. The older historians had joined the nationalist campaign against the so-called
war-guilt-clause in the interwar years. To them Fischer’s views amounted to a
betrayal of German patriotism. It was therefore not surprising that the Zunft
(guild of historians), dominated as it was by these older historians, regarded the
book as a violation of a ‘national taboo’.16 Others such as Schramm in Göttingen
and Schieder in Cologne accused Fischer of ‘treason’ and judged the publication of
the book as a ‘national catastrophe’.17 However some of the so-called ‘younger’
historians, including Fischer, had fought in the Second World War. So there is a

13 M. Freund, Bethmann Hollweg, der Hitler des Jahares 1914?, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, (28
March 1964).
14 K. Hildebrand, Von Erhard zur Großen Koalition 1963–1969 (Stuttgart 1984), 425.
15 H. Pogge von Strandmann, ‘Britische Historiker und der Ausbruch des Ersten Weltkrieges’, in
W. Michalka (ed.) Der Erste Weltkrieg: Wirkung, Wahrnehmung, Analyse (München 1994), 938–9.
16 R. Nicolaysen, ‘Rebell wider Willen?’, 234.
17 S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’, 155, 196.
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question as to whether the controversy about the First World War was also a
‘hidden’ debate about their experiences in the Second World War. When had
these historians come to realize that they fought the wrong war for a criminal
regime? Had they realized that some of the war aims had been identical to those
of the First World War? These questions cannot be answered here but should be
investigated further.

As some historians continued to fire broadsides against Fischer, the first reviews
by journalists tended to be more neutral or even positive. The first wave of long
review articles included that of Fischer’s former graduate student, Bernd Nellessen,
whose reaction in Die Welt was positive although he called the book provocative.18

A similar line was taken by Bernhard Knauss in the Süddeutsche Zeitung.19 Paul
Sethe’s review in Die Zeit was not negative, but was coloured by the deep shock he
had experienced when reading the book, especially the second chapter about the
July Crisis.20 In a letter to Fischer, Sethe mentioned that ‘some of his secret, only
half admitted fears had been confirmed’.21 The illusions of Sethe and his generation
had been shattered by Fischer’s insistence that the Germany of 1914 had not acted
defensively. The belief in a defensive war was still widespread at the time of the
1960s and has not disappeared completely today.

When the editors of Die Zeit published Sethe’s article they soon realized that
they had made a crucial mistake by introducing a sub-headline: ‘Fischer’s thesis
about Germany’s ‘‘sole responsibility’’ (Alleinschuld)’. Fischer was allowed to cor-
rect the blunder by riposting in the next edition. Nevertheless the damage was done
and the allegation of sole responsibility was to haunt the ensuing controversy for
years.22 For a number of years Fischer consistently rejected the concept of sole
responsibility. He was convinced that the Germany of 1914 bore a considerable
share (erheblichen Anteil) of responsibility for the outbreak of the war. If Germany
was largely responsible, this left some room for other powers to be implicated as
well. The concept of sole responsibility has been rejected in Germany ever since it
had been stipulated in the Peace Treaty of Versailles. The term Alleinschuld, an
emotional term, had very strong moral overtones.

The fourth major review was published by Der Spiegel under the title ‘William
the Conqueror’.23 According to the reviewer ‘a mine has been put underneath the
good conscience of the Germans . . . the First World War may be as unbewältigt
(unresolved) as the time of Hitler.’ It is not clear who wrote this review and it is
possible that it was the editor, Rudolf Augstein, who later became very much

18 B. Nellessen, ‘Deutschland auf demWeg zum ‘‘Platz an der Sonne’’ ’, Die Welt, (8 November 1961).
19 B. Knauss, ‘Deutschlands imperialistische Ziele im Ersten Weltkrieg’, Süddeutsche Zeitung (28
November 1961).
20 P. Sethe, ‘Als Deutschland nach der Weltmacht griff. Professor Fischer’s These von der
Alleinschuld am Ersten Weltkrieg wird noch viele Diskussionen auslösen’, Die Zeit (17 November
1961).
21 Nicolaysen, ‘Rebell wider Willen?’, 233; Sethe to Fischer, 18 October 1961.
22 In a letter to Droste he complained about the mistake (dumme Sache) as the ‘subtitle did not
correspond to his intentions’. Bundesarchiv Kolenz (BAK), N/1422, 41; Fischer to Korte (Droste),
17 November 1961.
23 Der Spiegel, 49 (29 November 1961).
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involved in the controversy. Fischer himself was not happy with the Spiegel title
and called it a ‘tiresome exaggeration which a news magazine obviously needs.’24

Fischer was quite content with the journalists’ reaction which was so different from
the reviews by the academic historians. Most of the journalists accepted Fischer’s
interpretations of Germany’s war aims and of Bethmann Hollweg’s role of backing
the war aims programmes. They also picked up Fischer’s briefly mentioned theme
of continuity between the First and Second World Wars and elaborated this line by
pointing to some expansionist war aims being realized by the conquests of the
Third Reich. The journalists also realized that Fischer’s book was not merely a
historical study of German politics in the First World War. To them Fischer had
gone further and had challenged the hitherto accepted general interpretation of
Germany’s history in the twentieth century by linking the First to the Second
World War. Griff nach Weltmacht was therefore not an ordinary history book. It
was strongly political and as a result would attract the historical expert as well as
the interested public. The latter was not only addressed by the newspaper journal-
ists but also by those who worked for radio and television channels.

Thus the Norddeutsche Rundfunk was the first radio station to announce, in late
1961, that it would broadcast readings from Fischer’s book in four or five instal-
ments, each lasting up to 45 minutes.25 The broadcasts took place in March and
April 1962 and were followed by a book review by the radio station, Sender Freies
Berlin in May 1962.26 The growing reaction by the media made it impossible for the
Zunft to ignore the book or consider it as of only marginal interest. Any of their
attempts to sideline Fischer were foiled by the media. Thus the controversy devel-
oped into a campaign to win over the public. The national-conservative historians
tried to prevent the public from accepting Fischer’s interpretations, whereas the
journalists tried to give Fischer a chance by welcoming some of his theses. What
was common to both sides however, was the concentration of the reviews on the
first two chapters of the book, on German pre-war imperialism and the July
Crisis.27 Fischer had hoped that more reviews would have focused on the main
contents of the book, the war aims policy of the Central Powers, but only two
American historians did so in their early review articles.28 In the introduction to the
book Fischer pointed out that he would have needed to write another book if he
had given pre-war politics more space.29 To avoid that he restricted himself to two
chapters only but which did not leave him satisfied. He regretted ‘that I have to
struggle with the July Crisis and the question of guilt (both have never been my

24 Nicolaysen, ‘Rebell wider Willen?’, 234; Fischer to Korte (Droste), 27 November 1961.
25 Ibid.
26 S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’, 174–5.
27 Even the first British review followed this pattern. See H. Pogge von Strandmann, ‘Britische
Historiker und der Ausbruch des Ersten Weltkriegs’, 938, quoting Times Literary Supplement (4 May
1962).
28 F. Epstein, ‘Die deutsche Ostpolitik im Ersten Weltkrieg’, Jahrbuch für die Geschichte Osteuropas
10 (October 1962), 381–94. K. Epstein, ‘German War Aims in the First World War’, World Politics, 15
(1962), 163–85.
29 F. Fischer, Griff nach der Weltmacht, 2nd edn Düsseldorf 1962, 11–2.
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primary concern) . . . is a miserable narrowing of the view . . ., but I will survive
that’.30

The focus of the criticisms on the first two chapters of the book was to have
important consequences. It led Fischer to plan his next book which he published
in 1969 under the title War of Illusions. In it he investigated the period leading up
to the war from 1911 to 1914 and in which he dealt again with the July Crisis.
The first two chapters of that book were quite different from the first two chap-
ters of the first book. Now he analysed Germany’s change from an agrarian to an
industrial state and the political predominance of the conservative classes. But he
did not want to stop there. He planned another opus magnum for the period after
1918. Illness and early retirement in 1973 prevented him from carrying out this
plan. But a shortened version of the planned longer volume Bündnis der Eliten
(Alliance of the Elites) appeared in 1979. Its subtitle revealed Fischer’s intention
to analyse the ‘continuity of power structures in Germany between 1871 and
1945’.31 Later on, in 1983, Fischer regarded this book ‘as his most import-
ant . . .which must act as a substitute for the missing volume covering the time
after 1919’.32

In addition to the large number of reviews in the press, the broadcasts in radio
and television regarded Fischer and his doctoral student Imanuel Geiss as pace-
makers of a critical view of German history which would not isolate the period of
National Socialism.33 With his leanings to the political left the young historian
was often seen as Fischer’s evil spirit. However Geiss was able to defend himself
against this accusation by pointing out that he had been opposed to Fischer’s
radicalization of 1965 when the latter had argued that ‘Germany had consciously
caused the war to realise its war aims’.34 But these differences between Geiss and
Fischer were of no particular interest to the media. It was easier for them to
put Fischer and his collaborators into one group. It was noticed with approval
that Fischer and his group had analysed political and economic pressure groups,
industrial firms, used statistics and a plethora of social evidence. It was viewed
positively that Fischer had gone beyond the old-fashioned analysis of High
Politics. And he was given credit for being a rather modern historian in contrast
to some of his opponents.35 Mathew Jefferies sums up the effect Fischer had on
the next generation of historians by stating that ‘without Fischer’s work and the

30 Unpublished letter from Fritz Fischer to the author, 27 April 1983.
31 F. Fischer, Bündnis der Eliten. Zur Kontinuität der Machststrukturen in Deutschland 1871–1945
(Düsseldorf 1979). This was an extended version of a lecture Fischer delivered at the German
Historical Congress in Hamburg in 1978.
32 Unpublished letter from Fritz Fischer to the author, 27 April 1983.
33 It is difficult to verify how close the collaboration between Fischer and Geiss was. Geiss’ influence
was strongest in the drafting of the second chapter, the July Crisis. He cannot have been involved as
closely in the following chapters as he had left Hamburg to take up a position with the Fritz-Ebert
Foundation in Bonn.
34 I. Geiss, Studien über Geschichte und Geschichtswissenschaft (Frankfurt/Main 1972), 165–6.
35 ‘Vorwort der Herausgeber, Fritz Fischer zum 65. Geburtstag’, I. Geiss, B.J. Wendt (eds.),
Deutschland in der Weltpolitik des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts (Düsseldorf 1974), 9–17.
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controversy it sparked, much of the literature discussed in this volume [Jefferies’
book] would simply not have existed.’36

It is interesting to note that some members of the Zunft did not appreciate the
positive reaction of journalists to Fischer’s work. Thus Ritter minced no words
when he complained in a letter to the Frankfurter Allgemeine about the ‘storm of
praise by clueless and helpless journalists’ when writing about Fischer.37 Similar
echoes came from Hölzle and Heimpel, supported by others, who all objected to
‘lay historians’ straying into the field of ‘proper’ history. Ritter even went so far as
to deny journalists’ sufficient competence to review Fischer’s book critically. The
differences between historians and journalists were to enter a new phase when the
government became involved in the Fischer Controversy.

In early December 1961 the Cologne historian and editor of the Historische
Zeitschrift, Theodor Schieder, telephoned the head of the Political Archives
Johannes Ullrich in the German Foreign Office and denounced Fischer’s book as
‘national catastrophe’.38 This initiative set wheels into motion which in 1964 led to
the subject being debated in the Bundestag. After Schieder’s telephone call the office
of the State Secretary was informed and probably with the approval of Karl
Carstens, the State Secretary, a report from the Berlin historian, Walter
Bußmann, was commissioned. Before it arrived officials of the ministry had also
been in contact with Ritter who was regarded by the ministry as Fischer’s main
opponent.39 Meanwhile Bußmann’s critical report was sent to the ministry and
forwarded to the State Secretary who was on holiday. In later meetings
Carstens referred to Fischer’s ‘untenable theses’ at various meetings of directors
in 1962–3. However the Auswärtige Amt did not involve itself any further until
December 1963.

In that month it became known that the German Embassy in Washington
together with the Goethe Institute wanted to invite Fischer for a lecture tour in
the USA. Among the early reactions Erdmann’s stood out. He argued against
funding the trip with German official sources because Fischer would spread incor-
rect views about German history abroad.40 Interestingly he thought that the min-
istry should delay the trip until the Congress of German Historians in October 1964
when, as Petzold has indicated, it was expected that the Congress would disprove
Fischer’s arguments and undermine his position as a credible historian. The polit-
ical scientist Arnold Bergsträsser, claiming to speak also on behalf of Ritter, tele-
phoned the Cultural Department and supported the suggestion of a delayed trip.
Obviously this was not enough for Ritter who took his concerns about this affair in
January 1964 to the Foreign Minister Gerhard Schröder himself. To Ritter
Fischer’s views were dangerous because he ‘wrongly’ held ‘the foreign policy of

36 M. Jefferies, Contesting the German Empire, 1871–1918 (Oxford 2008), 183.
37 Ibid., 175–7.
38 E. Conze, N. Frei, P. Hayes, M. Zimmermann, Das Amt und die Vergangenheit. Deutsche
Diplomaten im Dritten Reich und in der Bundesrepublik (Hamburg 2010), 616.
39 S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’, 196–7.
40 Ibid., quoting a letter from Erdmann to Schieder of 21 December 1963.
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Imperial Germany to be a prelude to Hitler’s politics’. To him Fischer ‘even sur-
passed the accusation of the war guilt clause in the Versailles Peace Treaty’.41 Ritter
even refused to acknowledge the Hamburg historian as a representative of the
German Zunft and wondered how the Auswärtige Amt could accept the fact that
Fischer might present his views as if he had been authorized to do so. Ritter
eventually succeeded in alerting the ministry to this perceived new national
danger and managed to persuade the officials to cut the funds for Fischer’s
intended trip. There was some opposition in the ministry itself and also by the
German Embassy in Washington against Fischer’s treatment, but to no avail.
Neither the defence put up by the cultural attaché in the German Embassy nor
the intervention by the ambassador had any effect. They feared the damage to
Germany’s prestige the ministry’s action would have.

Fischer was informed about the cancellation in early February 1964.42 The
official reason given was shortage of funds. Fischer complained to the ministry
that its decision had put him in a difficult position because several lectures had been
arranged with different universities and that as a result his reputation would suffer.
He also felt that his academic freedom had been restricted. At the end of February
and in early March the German consuls in eastern America reported hostile reac-
tions, mainly from academic circles, to the cancellation of the lecture tour which
had been interpreted as ‘political censorship’. In a last minute effort to limit the
damage, Karl Overbeck, the deputy head of the Cultural Department in Bonn, was
sent to Fischer in Hamburg to persuade him to accept the ministry’s decision.
Fischer was however unwilling to comply.43 Meanwhile some American historians
and universities had protested against Fischer’s treatment. Finally, due to the ini-
tiative of Fritz Stern at Columbia University, Fischer was invited to America to
give his lectures as planned, but financed by the American Council of Learned
Societies.44 Some of the leading American historians of Germany also sent a
letter of protest to Die Zeit accusing the Auswärtige Amt of ‘showing an unfortu-
nate mixture of bureaucratic arrogance, misconstrued raison d’état and lack of
instinct in regard to reactions abroad’.45 There were 12 historians who signed the
protest: Fritz Stern, Gordon Craig, Klaus Epstein, Hans Gatzke, William Langer,
Otto Pflanze, Theodore Hamerow, Hans Kohn, Leonard Krieger, Carl Schorske,
John Snell and Hans Rosenberg.46 But the protest was not restricted to American
historians. In his recent thesis on the Fischer controversy, Petzold refers to two
academic German reactions, one by Zechlin, one of Fischer’s main critics, and the
other by Manfred Hellmann who both objected to the official interference moti-
vated by so-called national interests.47 Zechlin’s case is especially interesting. He
stood up for Fischer as far as the ministerial intervention was concerned, but then

41 Conze et al., Das Amt, 616, letter from Ritter to Schröder of 17 January 1964.
42 BAK, N/1422, 92, Fischer’s account of 7 June 1964.
43 Conze et al., Das Amt, 618.
44 F. Stern, Five Germanys I Have Known (New York 2006), 237.
45 Ibid. Stern had translated Instinktlosigkeit as ‘autism’. See also Die Zeit (24 April 1964).
46 Die Zeit (24 April 1964). See also BAK, N/ 1422/141.
47 S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’, 206–7.
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wanted to continue with the scholarly refutation of Fischer’s views. But his inter-
vention made it clear that he was willing to dissociate himself from some aspects of
Ritter’s campaign. Hellmann, an East European and medieval historian, who held
a chair in Münster University, stood up for freedom of expression, but was not
otherwise engaged in the controversy.

On his month-long lecture tour in America in 1964 Fischer was celebrated as a
‘martyr for academic freedom’ and it was noted that the applause he received at the
end of his lectures might have been more aimed at the independence with which he
was able to resist governmental pressure than at the historical theses he presented.48

He also created some confusion. When he gave a talk at a Graduate Seminar in
Yale he went so far as to defend Bethmann Hollweg’s difficult role in the German
government. When questioned by Hajo Holborn as to whether he had changed his
mind, he denied it but replied that he could not talk about such a nationally sen-
sitive topic abroad in the same way as at home.49 Although Fischer was critical of
Germany’s political past and its power structures in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, he nonetheless regarded himself as a patriot. However he did not apply
this line consistently. When he delivered his lecture about Gustav Stresemann at
St. Antony’s College, Oxford in October 1963 he was very critical of Stresemann’s
nationalism and his support for expansionist war aims. This proved to be too much
for Agnes Headlam-Morley, Professor of International Relations, who left the
room in protest.50

When Fischer returned from America he found that the scandal was not over.
Apart from historians and journalists, politicians had become involved in the
Fischer controversy. In the question time in the Bundestag at the end of April,
Georg Kahn-Ackermann, member of the SPD, grilled Carstens, the State
Secretary, over the affair.51 In his defence Carstens denied any connections between
Fischer’s views and the cancellation of the travel funds. The SPD was not satisfied
with the answer and returned to the subject for a second time a month later.52 Then
Kahn-Ackermann referred to the Politico-Cultural Committee of the Bundestag
where Carstens’ colleague, State Secretary Lahr, had declared that it might be
advisable for the ministry only to support trips of German professors who do
not hold such extreme views. Carstens did not agree and stuck to his line that
Fischer’s trip had been cancelled for financial reasons.

As the anniversaries of the outbreak of the First World War (50 years) and the
Second World War (25 years) were being commemorated in Germany, Chancellor
Ludwig Erhard and Eugen Gerstenmaier, the President of the Bundestag, took the
opportunity publicly to criticize Fischer’s position.53 The Chancellor did not accept

48 Conze et al., Das Amt, 619.
49 B.J. Wendt, ‘Fritz Fischer: Werk und Wirkung’, 25.
50 Personal memory of the author of Fischer’s talk at St. Antony’s College in October 1963.
51 Conze et al., Das Amt, 620, 29 April and 26 May 1964. Verhandlungen des Deutschen Bundestags,
vol. 55, 124th session, 5959, 29 April 1964. See also S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’, 207.
52 Verhandlungen des Deutschen Bundestags, vol. 55, 126th session, 6137-8, 26 May 1964.
53 M. Rüdiger, Kontinuitätsthese und Kriegsschulddebatte: Die Fischer-Kontroverse in den
Massenmedien 1961–1964/65, Magisterarbeit (MA-Thesis), Freiburg Wintersemester 2006/2007, 83–4.
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German responsibility in any form for the outbreak of the war in 1914 and
expressed his belief in the fairness of the Franco–German school book accord of
1951.54 Gerstenmaier echoed these thoughts. It was obvious that the West German
Government officially endorsed the so-called ‘slither thesis’. In his speech on the
anniversary of 1939, Erhard repeated his view that the majority of German histor-
ians were rightly convinced that no major power bore the ‘sole guilt’ for the out-
break of the First World War, but that was different in respect of 1939 when it was
Hitler who had started the Second World War. With regard to 1914 Gerstenmaier
was even more outspoken and castigated the ‘German self-flagellating fraternity’
which had renewed the ‘war guilt thesis’. He went on to praise Fischer’s critics and
backed the Betriebsunfall-thesis for the Nazi-period. To him the Second World
War had nothing to do with the First. Nevertheless Germany had to bear the
guilt for Hitler’s rule, ‘but it would go too far if we look at the First World War
through the same lenses of guilt and responsibility’. What became clear after these
outspoken statements is that the CDU-government fully endorsed the national-
conservative interpretation of recent German history. Government sources not
only criticized Fischer but also condemned his student Imanuel Geiss’ doctoral
thesis about the Polnische Grenzstreifen (Polish Border Lands) which had been
published in 1960. Reading these official statements it is not difficult to conclude
that Erhard and Gerstenmaier must have backed the Auswärtiges Amt when it
withdrew the official funds for Fischer’s lecture tour in America earlier that year.
Even a year later the former Defence Minister and CSU party boss in Bavaria,
Franz Josef Strauss, lambasted Fischer’s theses as dangerous as they provided the
growing critics of the socio-political conditions in West Germany with an oppor-
tunity to picture the Federal Republic as a ‘militaristic, aggressive, war-hungry and
revanchist state’.55

Among Fischer’s supporters in Germany and abroad one stands out. This was
Rudolf Augstein, the owner and editor of the Spiegel. As mentioned above, the
Spiegel had reviewed Fischer’s book in November 1961. The weekly magazine did
not join the controversy until 1963 when it reviewed the first volume of his Geiss’
two-volume edition of documents about the July crisis.56 A year earlier the Spiegel
had been absorbed in the Spiegel-affair which had even landed Augstein in prison
for 103 days.57 The review of Geiss’ edition dealt less with his editorial work or
particular documents, instead it discussed the two different interpretations of the
September Programme, namely Fischer’s and Zechlin’s. This rather detached view
was to change when the news of the German Foreign Office’s intervention to
withhold the funding for Fischer’s trip to America became known. This may

54 K. Große Kracht, Die zankende Zunft. Historische Kontroversen in Deutschland nach 1945
(Göttingen 2005), 59.
55 Hildebrand, Von Erhard zur Großen Koalition, 161. Mombauer, Origins of the First World War,
135.
56 Der Spiegel, 34, (21 August 1963), 40–7. It is not clear who wrote this article but it is possible that it
was Augstein himself.
57 D. Schoenbaum, The Spiegel Affair, (New York 1968). J. Schoeps, Die Spiegel-Affäre des Franz
Josef Strauß, (Reinbek bei Hamburg 1983).
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have reminded Augstein of his own treatment at the hands of the Adenauer
Government in the autumn of 1962. Consequently in the following months he
took Fischer’s side and became one of his most vociferous supporters.

Augstein relied heavily on one of the Spiegel’s journalists, Wolfgang
Malanowski, who had been one of Fischer’s graduate students and who provided
Augstein with some early insider news. He informed Augstein about the decision to
cut the funds for Fischer’s trip to America and about the emergence of the unpub-
lished Riezler Diaries.58 A few days later he told Augstein that a number of
German historians had called upon the German Foreign Office to cancel the fund-
ing.59 According to Malanowski, Fischer assumed that there was a link between the
submission of his third article about the First World War to the editor of the
Historische Zeitschrift and the subsequent intervention of some senior German
historians. Because of the public debate on the First World War the Spiegel had
decided to publish the German translation of Barbara Tuchman’s The Guns of
August in a series of nine instalments from the middle of March until early May
1964. This was the Spiegel’s first contribution to marking the 50th anniversary of
the outbreak of the war. In an editorial, entitled ‘Dear Spiegel Reader’ (Lieber
Spiegel Leser), Augstein started with the phrase: ‘I have to foul once more [our]
own nest’.60 In his long article Augstein does not refer to Tuchman at all but goes
into some detail about the war aims in East and West, and at the end called both
world wars ‘German wars’ about achieving hegemony in Europe and the foremost
power position in the world. Augstein then announced that he would publish
Fischer’s new chapter about the July Crisis in May because this episode did not
receive adequate treatment by Tuchman. Originally Augstein wanted to beef up the
Tuchman section about the outbreak because he found it ‘unbearably thin’. He
wanted to add two sections drawn from Geiss’ first volume of documents on the
July crisis, but this plan was dropped in favour of publishing Fischer’s revised
chapter on the July crisis in three instalments in May.61 He also thought of pub-
lishing Geiss’ ‘summary’ of the controversy separately before Fischer’s chapter was
to be serialized in May.62 Augstein went to some length in preparing Fischer’s
articles by questioning certain points, adding clarifications and pointing to other
sources. The main aim was to ‘bring out his (Fischer’s) theses as clearly and as
unassailably as possible’.63 In the run up to May he wrote in a letter, ‘how shocked
he was about the results which become clear from the mess of the world war’.64

The weekly journal published Fischer’s revamped chapter on the July crisis in
three instalments, under the title ‘now or never’, on 20 May, 27 May and 3 June
1964. The editorial was again addressed to ‘Dear Spiegel reader’. This time
Augstein took the Zunft to task and praised Fischer’s critical assessment of

58 Spiegel-Archiv Hamburg, Augstein-Akten 120, Malanowski to Augstein, 28 February 1964.
59 Ibid., Malanowski to Augstein, 4 March 1964.
60 Der Spiegel, 11 (11 March 1964), 41–8.
61 Spiegel-Archiv Hamburg, Augstein-Akten 120, Augstein to Malanowski, 9 March 1964.
62 Ibid., Augstein to Geiss, 24 March 1964.
63 Ibid., Augstein to Malanowski, 24 March 1964.
64 Ibid., Augstein to Fritz Tobias, 27 April 1964.
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German history in the twentieth century. Augstein’s partisan attitude led to a clash
with the editor of Christ und Welt, Giselher Wirsing, a former Nazi journalist, in
early May.65 Augstein was accused of being merely a Fischerite mouthpiece and
being Fischer’s ‘pupil’. He also denounced Augstein as hysterical (‘Hysteriker’), a
‘national masochist’ who was not familiar with historical research and confused
history with legal trials. That was too much for the editor of the Spiegel and in his
third editorial ‘Dear Spiegel reader blasted against Wirsing and his right-wing
journal.’66 He explained why he had taken Fischer’s side and why he had been
outraged by the reaction of the Zunft which had denigrated Fischer without suc-
ceeding in disproving him. Unlike Christ und Welt ‘we did not accept that a net-
work of alliances and understandings led to an automatic outbreak of war’.
Augstein threatened Wirsing with legal action for defamation but a trial was nar-
rowly averted.

Augstein also attacked Eugen Gernstenmaier for his diatribe against Fischer’s
positions in Christ und Welt. He was not convinced that the politician had really
examined Fischer’s evidence and criticized him for his ‘acceptance of the ‘‘slithering
thesis’’’.67 Augstein pointed out further that Lloyd George had made his remarks
with domestic politics in mind. And he added: ‘If you say that Fischer belongs to
the German self-flagellating fraternity then you will have to include me as well’. He
concluded, ‘I don’t believe I hold the historical truth in my hands, but I am espe-
cially concerned about those people who try to deny us any of these truths’. This
was not the end of Augstein’s involvement, although it looks as if his editorial
board wanted to end the journal’s involvement with debates about the First World
War. Thus Augstein was unable to accept a manuscript by Geiss in response to
Erdmann’s earlier article about the Riezler Diaries which had been published in
late August in Die Zeit.68 He recommended it to Die Zeit, but its editors rejected
Geiss’ article. Instead they invited Augstein to respond to Erdmann’s piece.69

Augstein felt honoured, but in his letter made it clear to Fischer that he was no
historical expert, ‘nevertheless I will do my best to let Golo Mann, Herzfeld and
Freund be snubbed. This is now nearly a [mere] journalistic task’.70 And he was
also pleased that the Riezler Diaries supported Fischer’s view more than the oppos-
ing camp.

The purpose of Erdmann’s article about the Riezler Diaries had been to defend
both Bethmann Hollweg and the ‘older’ German historians who had been accused
of not being sufficiently scholarly – (‘wissenschaftlich’). In his reply Augstein took
Erdmann to task over his apologetic depiction of Bethmann Hollweg.71 But he also

65 Geiss, Studien, 147–9. See also S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’, 209–10.
66 Der Spiegel, 25, (17 June 1964), 36–40.
67 Spiegel Archiv Hamburg, Augstein Akten 120, Augstein to Gerstenmaier, 4 September 1964.
68 Der Kanzler und der Krieg. Bethmann Hollweg: Staatsmann im Widerspruch zu sich selbst, Die
Zeit (28 August 1964).
69 Spiegel Archiv Hamburg, Augstein Akten 120, Augstein to Fischer, 2 September 1964. See also his
letter to Geiss of the same date.
70 Ibid.
71 Bethmann – einen Kopf kürzer?, Die Zeit (11 September 1964).
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criticized Fischer for not being clearer about the difference between Weltmacht and
Weltherrschaft. This brief remark pleased Fritz Epstein, as he wrote to Augstein in
September 1964, as he thought it might help to shift the focus of the debate from
the July crisis to the war aims to which Fischer had contributed so much new
material.72

Augstein’s article led Erdmann to a reply in which he accused the Spiegel editor
of misrepresenting his views.73 This was beginning to look like a medieval jousting
match. What was new, however, in Erdmann’s article was a more accommodating
tone, because ‘in the research about the First World War there are no rigid fronts
with fixed positions’. He even invited Augstein to attend the forthcoming Congress
of German Historians in Berlin in October. In a letter to Schieder, Erdmann
explained his tactics, namely to ‘rap Herr Augstein’s knuckles’ at the congress.74

But Erdmann’s answer led to another riposte by Augstein which he sent to Die Zeit
on 28 Sepember 1964.75 In it Augstein made it clear that he had not called
Bethmann ‘megalomaniac’ (‘größenwahnsinnig’) as Erdmann maintained.76 He
had attached that label neither to the Kaiser, nor to Ludendorff, nor to Tirpitz,
but to the German people who were drunk with megalomania. He also made it
quite clear that he had never called Bethmann a precursor to Hitler. The latter had
caused the Second World War, but Bethmann had never been the sole cause of the
First World War. Still he appreciated Erdmann’s more flexible attitude and his
intention to publish the Riezler Diaries.77 But it was to take until 1972 for this
source to appear. 78 Until then it was only Erdmann who had access to the diaries
of Bethmann Hollweg’s assistant, Kurt Riezler. Their final publication raised
doubts about Erdmann’s editorship because some entries appear not to be
authentic.79

The clash between Erdmann and Augstein put an end to the latter’s active
personal involvement in the controversy at this intensive level. He continued to
be interested, but as far as could be ascertained he wrote no more articles on the
controversy. The fact that Fischer’s theses would be discussed at the German
Historical Congress in October made it clear that Fischer’s arguments could no
longer be sidelined and that his own crusade had had some success. But there may
have been an additional reason why Augstein withdrew from his role as crusader.
His editorial board at the Spiegel believed he had done enough for Fischer’s cause.
Here it should be added that Fischer was very grateful for Augstein’s crucial sup-
port in 1964. When Augstein celebrated his 70th birthday in 1993 Fischer sent him

72 Spiegel Archiv Hamburg, Augstein Akten 113, Fritz Epstein to Augstein, 17 September 1964.
73 Bethmann Hollweg, Augstein und die Historiker-Zunft, Die Zeit (25 September 1964). See also
Geiss, Studien, 152–3.
74 S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’, 215, Erdmann to Schieder, 26 September 1964.
75 Spiegel Archiv Hamburg, Augstein Akten 120, Augstein to Die Zeit (28 September 1964).
76 Augstein contra Erdmann, Die Zeit (2 October 1964).
77 Augstein’s appreciation was echoed by Geiss, Studien, 154.
78 K.D. Erdmann (ed.), Kurt Riezler, Tagebücher, Aufsätze, Dokumente (Göttingen 1972).
79 B. Sösemann, ‘Die Tagebücher Kurt Riezlers. Untersuchungen zu ihrer Echtheit und Edition’,
Historische Zeitschrift, 236, (1983), 327–69. Mombauer, Origins of the First World War, 156–160.
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a handwritten letter in which he thanked him ‘for his insightful and independent
support in his struggle with the conservative historical Zunft’.80 Augstein also
contributed to the publishing costs of the third Fischer-Festschrift which appeared
in 1983.

However Augstein’s withdrawal could not be completed easily. After the
German Historical Congress (Deutscher Historikertag) in Berlin (between 7 and
11 October 1964) the Spiegel published the paper Fritz Stern had delivered there,
but without his permission.81 The ensuing correspondence between Stern,
Erdmann and Augstein did not resolve anything and eventually petered out.
That was the last to be heard on this matter and marked the end of Augstein’s
active involvement in the controversy.82

In the approach to the 50th anniversary of the outbreak of the First World War
a television debate had taken place in Munich in June, a public debate was orga-
nized by the Amerikahaus in Frankfurt in July and a second television debate took
place in October. By this time numerous articles had been published by historians
and journalists throughout the summer.83 Thus two topics occupied the media in
the run-up to the meeting in October, the 50th anniversary of the beginning of the
war and the Fischer controversy. Comparatively speaking there was less on the
beginning of the Second World War. All these topics overlapped and fed into each
other. To judge from the number of broadcasts and newspaper articles, the reading
public must have become well aware of Germany’s history in the twentieth century.
Germany’s recent history was no longer left solely to the academic historians and
their professional journals. The media had made the controversy available to the
wider public. But this did not mean that historians did not play a leading part.
Even Fischer’s opponents used the media effectively. In August 1964 Ritter, for
example, delivered four lectures at the southern radio station Südwestfunk which
were published by the government’s information service in Bonn in October.84

Thus the pro and contra in the debate were widely aired.
The two anniversaries and the controversy were also taken up by some of the

illustrated magazines – similar to the London Illustrated News and Life in the
the USA – which Rüdiger has analysed.85 They had a relatively large circulation
of over three million copies at the time. Bunte Illustrierte, Kristall and Stern

80 Spiegel Archiv Hamburg, Augstein Akten 1311, Fischer to Augstein, 5 November 1993. See also
Bundesarchiv Koblenz, Nachlass Fischer, 1422, 26, Fischer to Augstein, 14 November 1983 in which
Fischer thanked Augsstein for his financial support to publish the third Fischer Festschrift.
81 Der Spiegel, 43, 21 October 1964, 50–3.
82 Spiegel Archiv Hamburg, Augstein Akten 113, Stern to Erdmann, 20 October 1964, quoted in
Erdmann’s letter to Augstein, 2 November 1964.
83 The participants in Munich were, under the chairmanship of Schieder, Fischer, Erdmann,
Wolfgang Mommsen and Geiss. In Frankfurt Fischer, Hölzle, Herzfeld, Paul Kluke and Gordon
Craig took part in the discussion. The participants of the second TV debate in October were
Herzfeld, Fischer, Sethe and Augstein. The chair was the SPD politician Carlo Schmid. Rüdiger,
Kontinuitätsthese, 59–63. S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’, 216–24.
84 G. Ritter, ‘Der Erste Weltkrieg. Studien zum deutschen Geschichtsbild’, Schriftenreihe der
Bundeszantrale für politische Bildung, 64 (Bonn 1964), 11–44.
85 Rüdiger, Kontinuitätsthese, 54–9.
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published a series of articles about the First World War. The editors of Stern had
invited two journalists to be in charge of two different stories. One was Paul Sethe
and the other Sebastian Haffner. While Haffner followed Fischer’s line, Sethe
defended the German government in 1914 and put most of the blame for the out-
break of the war on to the Kaiser. Sethe’s series consisted of 16 weekly parts which
were published between June and October 1964. Five parts dealt with Sarajevo and
the July crisis, but the remainder dealt with the war. Sethe made some references to
historical debates, but did not come out in favour of Fischer. He presented a great
number of historical portraits of the actors involved. Haffner’s approach was dif-
ferent. His articles were published under the heading: the ‘Seven Deadly Sins of the
German Empire’. He regarded the war as a big German mistake: ‘The German
Government miscalculated, risked too much and thus caused the war’. Haffner
advised that the mistakes be studied to see where Germany had gone wrong. All
this came from two journalists not academic historians. This recipe was followed by
Bunte Illustrierte which published 21 instalments of which four dealt with 1914 and
the rest continued through to the 1950s.86 As the public had been made aware of the
50th anniversary and the Fischer controversy on a large scale it was not surprising
the 1964 Congress of German historians in Berlin in October 1964 was featured for
the first time in radio programmes and newspaper articles. So the Congress became
a public event and reached the peak of the controversy.

The session about the Fischer controversy held at the Berlin Congress of
German historians on 9 October 1964 was also a novelty. It took place in the
University’s Auditorium Maximum and lasted for nearly five hours. It was
attended by up to 2000 participants. There was no discussion in the real sense of
the word but a presentation of papers which had not been circulated beforehand.
Nine papers were presented over three hours which left little time for questions
from the public. Fischer, Geiss and Böhme were on one side, confronted by
Zechlin, Ritter and Hölzle on the other. In addition there were Werner Hahlweg,
Jacque Droz and Fritz Stern. The chairman was Herzfeld. By the end of the first
round it had become clear that Fischer had the support of the majority of the
panel. The most impressive speakers were – to the author’s mind – Fischer and
Stern, Fischer because he was able to compress most of his complex arguments into
seven precise theses and Stern because he introduced the new element of fear as a
motive for German expansion and the bid for European hegemony. However he
did not consider that this reduced the responsibility for the miscalculations of the
German leadership. He then referred to the apologetic tendency among conserva-
tive German historians who tended to explain German policy in the twentieth
century in an unsatisfactory way as a series of ‘occupational accidents
[Betriebsunfälle]’. Stern ended with the question: ‘Is it in fact possible to have a
series of accidents without surmising that there may be something wrong with the
whole enterprise’?87 The audience, consisting to a large extent of students,

86 Rüdiger, Kontinuitätsthese, 56 and 71–4.
87 Stern, Five Germanys, 238.
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supported this statement. But Ritter, the loser of the debate, was displeased and
accused Stern of ‘tittle-tattle’.88 And the author overheard Ritter saying:
‘What can this ‘‘hergelaufene Amerikaner’’ (dubious American) tell us about
German history’?89

Once the anniversaries of 1914 and 1939 were over and the flood of publications
of articles had abated, the debate seemed to calm down, but the issues of the
controversy had not gone away nor had there been an agreement between the
camps. So it was not surprising that there was a flare-up before the International
Historical Congress in Vienna in September 1965. Fischer had radicalized his
stance which he put forward in his talk at the Congress and in an article in Die
Zeit.90 He had moved from stating that Germany had contributed a considerable
part – erheblichen Anteil – in causing the war to claiming that Germany played ‘a
decisive part’ – entscheidenden Anteil. In Fischer’s words not every European power
could prevent the war. Only the one which wanted it could have stopped its out-
break. And that one power should have renounced its intentions. What led to
Fischer’s radicalization? Some thought that Fischer changed his opinion through
the influence of the people who worked for him.91 But this is unlikely. Fischer
himself had listed the new evidence which had come to light since 1961 including
the Riezler Diaries. ‘I maintain’, he wrote in a letter in 1983, ‘the significant (erhe-
bliche), the decisive Mitschuld of Germany’.92 It is interesting that Fischer still
referred to the term of Mitschuld although he qualified the term by using the
two adjectives ‘significant’ and ‘decisive’. Thus the term Hauptschuld might have
clarified the situation, but then Fischer did not like using the term Schuld, presum-
ably because it oversimplified the analysis of the decision-making process in 1914
and did not clarify the power structures in Berlin.

Whether Fischer would have changed some of his views in face of the new
evidence which has come to light over the last twenty years is difficult to say.
But in one respect he was willing to indicate a revision. When he had become
aware of the new research on Austria-Hungary by Fritz Fellner, John Lesie and
Manfried Rauchensteiner, he was willing to put greater emphasis on the Austrian-
Hungarian decision to push for war in early July 1914.93 The implication was that it

88 F. Fischer, Hitler war kein Betriebsunfall (München 1992), 24.
89 Geiss, Studien, 158–160. Fritz Fischer, Juli 1914: Wir sind nicht hineingeschlittert. Das
Staatsgeheimnis umd die Riezler-Tagebücher. Eine Streitschrift (Hamburg 1983) 73–4. Große Kracht,
Zankende Zunft, 60–2. Rüdiger, Kontinuitätsthese, 52–3. S. Petzold, ‘The rise of critical historiography’,
227–42.
90 F. Fischer, ‘Vom Zaun gebrochen – nicht hinein geschlittert. Deutschlands Schuld am Ausbruch
des Ersten Weltkriegs’, Die Zeit (3 September 1965).
91 S. Burgdorff and K. Wiegrefe (eds), Der Erste Weltkrieg. Die Urkatastrophe des 20. Jahrhundert
(München 2004), 261, quoting Konrad Jarausch.
92 Unpublished letter from Fritz Fischer to the author, 27 April 1983.
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eines österreichisch-ungarischen Diplomaten’, in R. Melville et al. (eds), Deutschland und Europa in der
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had not been Germany alone who was willing to exploit the opportunities for war,
but that Austria’s keenness to eliminate Serbia as a major player in the Balkans
guided the Austrian initiative for war and the search for German support.

While Fischer had become more radical in 1965, Zechlin and Erdmann had
begun to move closer to Fischer’s original position, but these subtle shifts of opin-
ion obviously did not attract the same media attention as the clashes had done
before. Today some of Fischer’s views have prevailed and are even repeated in
German schoolbooks.94 It was also a long march to public recognition. On his 75th
birthday even the once hostile German government congratulated him on his influ-
ence: to ‘deepen the historical and national consciousness of German society’.95

But this recognition did not end the controversy about the First World War or
about Fischer’s contributions.

The controversy has been seen as the ‘decisive event in the historiography of the
Federal Republic’.96 Its effects on German society were far greater than the impact
of any other debate on German history in the 1980s and 1990s.97 The tendency to
national apologia was increasingly replaced by a far more critical interpretation of
twentieth century German history.98

Klaus Hildebrand has argued that Fischer’s book went beyond historiographical
confines and helped to undermine the conservative inspired stability of West
German sociopolitical conditions, but this might be overstating the point.99 The
radical left of the later 1960s did not refer much to Fischer and his archival-based
research on the First World War. It was if anything much more interested in Hans-
Ulrich Wehler’s methodological transformation of history into a critical social
science. Nevertheless the radical student movement did not interrupt Fischer in
his lectures or seminars, while Fischer was very concerned about the students’
vision and understanding of German history. He saw one function of history in
the ‘participating control of [political] power.’ According to this view the historian
should no longer seek to be close to the centre of political power but should present
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his or her views to the public to strengthen the critical facilities of a democratic
citizenship.100 He would probably have agreed with Geiss’ denouncement of the
radical left as having a ‘pseudo-socialist’ character.101 Fischer found it virtually
impossible to identify with the far-reaching social, economic and political aims of
the protest movement at the universities. He did not see himself as a ‘people’s
tribune’. For him the controversy about the First World War was mainly a schol-
arly and political debate which was to revise the perceptions many Germans had
about their own history. His views did not touch the foundations of western soci-
ety. Karl-Heinz Janssen, a former doctoral student of Gerhard Ritter, exaggerated
when he wrote in 1969 that ‘Fischer and his aggressive students had provoked an
entire generation . . .Revolution was in the air!’ Janssen believed that Fischer ought
to have been the guru for the younger generation.102 Instead Fischer left that place
to the critical Marxist, Herbert Marcuse.

A few years later the student protest movement ebbed away, but the historical
debate about the First World War continued, albeit without the earlier levels of
media attention. What the Fischer controversy of the 1960s has shown is that the
media had since then become the main battleground for the interpretation of recent
German history. Historians and historically-minded journalists now occupy a
public stage where they can debate historical questions in a way unprecedented
before 1961. But the initiative to launch a debate in the media is not always taken
by historians. As the Goldhagen debate and the more recent controversy about the
role of the German Foreign Office in the Third Reich have shown, the role of the
historian has also changed. Historians may no longer be the sole instigator of such
public debates, but are often called upon as expert to debate the legends, unwel-
come truths and ‘comfort zones’ within German history of the first half of the
twentieth century.
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